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Art and Culture in the Eighteenth Century

2001

this study joins the resurgent scholarship presently redressing the neglect of eighteenth century visual culture since the beginning of the
twentieth century this volume offers nine contextual and cross disciplinary essays that engage with a rich panoply of discourses ranging
from art criticism to biography to collecting and the art market to art theory and practice and the institutions that shaped them to
beauty and fashion sociopolitical and philosophical issues gender studies patronage iconography and print culture

Gender in Eighteenth-Century England

2014-06-17

a new collection of essays which challenges many existing assumptions particularly the conventional models of separate spheres and
economic change all the essays are specifically written for a student market making detailed research accessible to a wide readership and the
opening chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the subject describing the development of gender history as a whole and the study of
eighteenth century england this is an exciting collection which is a major revision of the subject

Naples in the Eighteenth Century

2000-09-28

in 1734 the kingdom of naples became an independent monarchy but in 1799 a jacobin revolution transformed it briefly into a republic in these
few but intense decades of independence all the great problems of the age of the enlightenment became apparent attacks on feudalism and on
the power of the catholic church the struggle for a modern economy and aspirations to change the administrative machinery and the judicial
system yet naples was also the city visited by winckelmann and goethe the city of sir william hamilton of the study of pompeii and
herculanum and of the greatest musicians of the age this collection of essays addresses a range of issues in the city s political and
cultural history and demonstrates the city s importance in shaping the modern enlightened culture of europe

Luxury in the Eighteenth Century

2016-01-11

luxury in the 18th century explores the political economic moral and intellectual effects of the production and consumption of luxury
goods and provides a broadly based account from a variety of perspectives addressing key themes of economic debate material culture the
principles of art and taste luxury as female vice and the exotic

Sexuality in Eighteenth-century Britain

1982

the oxford history of the british empire is a major new assessment of the empire in the light of recent scholarship and the progressive opening
of historical records

The Eighteenth Century

2001

this innovative collection explores how a distinctively british model of sociability developed in the period from the restoration of charles ii
to the early nineteenth century through a complex process of appropriation emulation and resistance to what was happening in france and
other parts of europe the study of sociability in the long eighteenth century has long been dominated by the example of france in this
innovative collection we see how a distinctively british model of sociability developed in the period from the restoration of charles ii to the
early nineteenth century through a complex process of appropriation emulation and resistance to what was happening in france and other
parts of europe the contributors use a wide range of sources from city plans to letter writing manuals from the writings of edmund burke
to poems and essays about the social practices of the tea table and a variety of methodological approaches to explore philosophical
political and social aspects of the emergence of british sociability in this period they create a rounded picture of sociability as it happened in
public private and domestic settings in masonic lodges and radical clubs in painting academies and private houses and compare specific
examples and settings with equivalents in france bringing out for instance the distinctively homo social and predominantly masculine form of
british sociability the role of sociabilitywithin a wider national identity still finding its way after the upheaval of civil war and
revolution in the seventeenth century and the almost unique capacity of the british model of sociability to benefit from its own apparent
tensions and contradictions

British Sociability in the Long Eighteenth Century

2024-06-18

this history of printed ephemera s rise as an eighteenth century cultural category transforms understanding of disposable printed items

The Ephemeral Eighteenth-Century

2020-08-27

was the century of voltaire also the century of women in the eighteenth century changes in the nature of work family life sexuality
education law religion politics and warfare radically altered the lives of women some of these developments caused immense confusion and
suffering others greatly expanded women s opportunities and worldview long before the various women s suffrage movements were more than
a glimmer on the horizon this study pays attention to queens as well as commoners respectable working women as well as prostitutes
women physicists and mathematicians as well as musicians and actresses feminists as well as their critics the result is a rich and morally
complex tale of conflict and tragedy but also of achievement the book deals with many regions and topics often under represented in general
surveys of european women including coverage of the balkans and both european turkey and anatolia of eastern europe of european colonial
expansion particularly the slave trade and of muslim eastern orthodox and jewish women s history bringing all of europe into the narrative
of early modern women s history challenges many received assumptions about europe and women in past times and provides essential
background for dealing with issues of diversity in the europe of today
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The Eighteenth-century Novel

2001

the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of eighteenth century writers and writing1660 1789 features coverage of the lives and works of almost
500 notable writers based in the british isles from the return of the british monarchy in 1660 until the french revolution of 1789 broad
coverage of writers and texts presents a new picture of 18th century british authorship takes advantage of newly expanded eighteenth
century canon to include significantly more women writers and labouring class writers than have traditionally been studied draws on the
latest scholarship to more accurately reflect the literary achievements of the long eighteenth century

Women in Eighteenth Century Europe

2014-06-11

can a single word explain the world in the british eighteenth century interest comes close it lies at the foundation of the period s thinking
about finance economics politics psychology and aesthetics interest and connection in the eighteenth century provides the first comprehensive
account of interest in an era when a growing national debt created a new class of rentiers who lived off of interest the emerging discipline of
economics made self interest an axiom of human behavior and booksellers began for the first time to market books by calling them interesting
sider jost reveals how the multiple meanings of interest allowed writers to make connections from witty puns to deep structural analogies
among different spheres of eighteenth century life challenging a long and influential tradition that reads the eighteenth century in terms of
individualism atomization abstraction and the hegemony of market based thinking this innovative study emphasizes the importance of interest
as an idiom for thinking about concrete social ties at court and in families universities theaters boroughs churches and beyond to be in the
interest of or have an interest with another was a crucial relationship one that supplied metaphors and habits of thought across the
culture interest and connection in the eighteenth century recovers the small densely networked world of hanoverian britain and its self
consciously inventive language for talking about human connection

The Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Eighteenth-Century Writers and Writing 1660 - 1789

2010-12-28

this volume takes a thematic approach to the history of the eighteenth century in the british isles covering such issues as domestic politics
including popular political culture religious developments and change and social and demographic structure and growth paul langford
heads aleading team of contributors to present a lively picture of an era of intense change and growth in which all parts of britain and
ireland were increasingly bound together by economic expansion and political unification

Interest and Connection in the Eighteenth Century

2020-12-03

margaret hunt has given us a fascinating picture of the lives of women and men in eighteenth century europe all the richer because she draws
examples from russia the ottoman empire and the caribbean colonies women emerge from her pages in all their variety slaves merchants and
queens protestant reformers jewish storytellers and sufi mystics a wonderful read natalie zemon davis princeton university this is a
comprehensive and deeply perceptive study of women s experience across the european continent into russia and the ottoman islamic east its
richly learned exploration of women s lives across religions and cultures offers a persuasive argument for the reality of early modern
europe as big europe this is a landmark work madeline zilfi university of maryland was the century of voltaire also the century of women in
the eighteenth century changes in the nature of work family life sexuality education law religion politics and warfare radically altered the
lives of women some of these developments caused immense confusion and suffering others greatly expanded women s opportunities and
worldview long before the various women s suffrage movements were more than a glimmer on the horizon this study pays attention to queens
as well as commoners respectable working women as well as prostitutes women physicists and mathematicians as well as musicians and
actresses feminists as well as their critics the result is a rich and morally complex tale of conflict and tragedy but also of achievement
the book deals with many regions and topics often under represented in general surveys of european women including coverage of the balkans
and both european turkey and anatolia of eastern europe of european colonial expansion particularly the slave trade and of muslim eastern
orthodox and jewish women s history bringing all of europe into the narrative of early modern women s history challenges many received
assumptions about europe and women in past times and provides essential background for dealing with issues of diversity in the europe of
today

The Eighteenth Century

2002

this study first published in 2000 examines the role of language as an instrument of empire in eighteenth century british literature

Women in Eighteenth-century Europe

2010

an analysis of the forces which shaped politics and culture in germany france and great britain in the eighteenth century

History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century

1902

over the course of the eighteenth century anglo americans purchased an unprecedented number and array of goods the power of objects in
eighteenth century british america investigates these diverse artifacts from portraits and city views to gravestones dressing furniture and
prosthetic devices to explore how elite american consumers assembled objects to form a new civil society on the margins of the british empire
in this interdisciplinary transatlantic study artifacts emerge as key players in the formation of anglo american communities and eventually
of american citizenship deftly interweaving analysis of images with furniture architecture clothing and literary works van horn
reconstructs the networks of goods that bound together consumers in boston new york philadelphia and charleston moving beyond
emulation and the desire for social status as the primary motivators for consumption van horn shows that anglo americans material
choices were intimately bound up with their efforts to distance themselves from native americans and african americans she also traces
women s contested place in forging provincial culture as encountered through a woman s application of makeup at her dressing table or an
amputee s donning of a wooden leg after the revolutionary war material artifacts were far from passive markers of rank or political
identification they made anglo american society
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The Grammar of Empire in Eighteenth-Century British Writing

2000-10-19

the eighteenth century home in terms of its structure design function and furnishing was a site of transformation of spaces identities and
practices home has myriad meanings and although the eighteenth century in the common imagination is often associated with taking tea on
polished mahogany tables a far wider world of experience remains to be introduced at home in the eighteenth century brings together factual
and fictive texts and spaces to explore aspects of the typical georgian home that we think we know from jane austen novels and extant
country houses while also engaging with uncharacteristic and underappreciated aspects of the home at the core of the volume is the claim
that exploring eighteenth century domesticity from a range of disciplinary vantage points can yield original and interesting questions as
well as reveal new answers contributions from the fields of literature history archaeology art history heritage studies and material
culture brings the home more sharply into focus in this way at home in the eighteenth century reveals a more nuanced and fluid concept of the
eighteenth century home and becomes a steppingstone to greater understanding of domestic space for undergraduate level and beyond

Cultures of Power in Europe During the Long Eighteenth Century

2007-07-05

how did eighteenth century readers find and make time to read books have always posed a problem of time for readers becoming widely
available in the eighteenth century when working hours increased and lighter and quicker forms of reading newspapers magazines broadsheets
surged in popularity the material form of the codex book invited readers to situate themselves creatively in time drawing on letters diaries
reading logs and a range of eighteenth and early nineteenth century novels christina lupton s reading and the making of time in the eighteenth
century concretely describes how book readers of the past carved up expanded and anticipated time placing canonical works by elizabeth
inchbald henry fielding amelia opie and samuel richardson alongside those of lesser known authors and readers lupton approaches books as
objects that are good at attracting particular forms of attention and paths of return in contrast to the digital interfaces of our own
moment and the ephemeral newspapers and pamphlets read in the 1700s books are rarely seen as shaping or keeping modern time however as
lupton demonstrates books are often put down and picked up they are leafed through as well as read sequentially and they are handed on as
objects designed to bridge temporal distances in showing how discourse itself engages with these material practices lupton argues that
reading is something to be studied textually as well as historically applying modern theorists such as niklas luhmann bruno latour and
bernard stiegler lupton offers a rare phenomenological approach to the study of a concrete historical field this compelling book stands out
for the combination of archival research smart theoretical inquiry and autobiographical reflection it brings into play

The Power of Objects in Eighteenth-Century British America

2017-02-23

in this history of materials the authors link chemical science with chemical technology challenging our current understandings of objects in
the history of science and the distinction between scientific and technological objects they further show that chemits experimental
production and understanding of materials changed over time first in the decades around 1700 and then around 1830 when mundane
materials became clearly distinguished from true chemical substances

At Home in the Eighteenth Century

2021-09-17

the decline of life is an ambitious and absorbing study of old age in eighteenth century england drawing on a wealth of sources literature
correspondence poor house and workhouse documents and diaries susannah ottaway considers a wide range of experiences and expectations
of age in the period and demonstrates that the central concern of ageing individuals was to continue to live as independently as possible into
their last days ageing men and women stayed closely connected to their families and communities in relationships characterized by mutual
support and reciprocal obligations despite these aspects of continuity however older individuals ability to maintain their autonomy and the
nature of the support available to them once they did fall into necessity declined significantly in the last decades of the century as a result
old age was increasingly marginalized historical demographers historical gerontologists sociologists social historians and women s
historians will find this book essential reading

Reading and the Making of Time in the Eighteenth Century

2018-08-15

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books
with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of
these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old
texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Materials in Eighteenth-century Science

2007

informative richly detailed and entertaining this book portrays daily life in england in 1700 1800 embracing all levels of society from the
aristocracy to the very poor to describe a nation grappling with modernity when did western life begin to strongly resemble our modern
world despite the tremendous evolution of society and technology in the last 50 years surprisingly many aspects of life in the 21st
century in the united states directly date back to the 18th century across the atlantic daily life in eighteenth century england covers
specific topics that affect nearly everyone living in england in the 18th century the government including law and order race class and
gender work and wages religion the family housing clothing and food it also describes aspects of life that were of greater relevance to some
than others such as entertainment the city of london the provinces and beyond travel and tourism education health and hygiene and science
and technology the book conveys what life was like for the common people in england in the years 1700 1800 through chapters that
describe the state of society at the beginning of the century delineate both change and continuity by the century s end and identify which
segments of society were impacted most by what changes for example improvements to roads a key change in marriage laws the steam engine
and the booming textile industry students and general readers alike will find the content interesting and the additional features such as
appendices a chronology of major events and tables of information on comparative incomes and costs of representative items helpful in
research or learning

The Decline of Life

2004-02-05

the first comprehensive study of the eighteenth century response to the elizabethan poet edmund spenser from editions to influence
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Men and Women of the Eighteenth Century

2012-08

jonathan swift lived through a period of turbulence and innovation in the evolution of the book his publications perhaps more than those of
any other single author illustrate the range of developments that transformed print culture during the early enlightenment swift was a
prolific author and a frequent visitor at the printing house and he wrote as critic and satirist about the nature of text the shifting moods
of irony complicity and indignation that characterise his dealings with the book trade add a layer of complexity to the bibliographic record
of his published works the essays collected here offer the first comprehensive integrated survey of that record they shed new light on the
politics of the eighteenth century book trade on swift s innovations as a maker of books on the habits and opinions revealed by his
commentary on printed texts and on the re shaping of the swiftian book after his death

Daily Life in 18th-Century England

2017-04-17

this is the first book length study of physical disability in eighteenth century england it assesses the ways in which meanings of physical
difference were formed within different cultural contexts and examines how disabled men and women used appropriated or rejected these
representations in making sense of their own experiences in the process it asks a series of related questions what constituted disability in
eighteenth century culture and society how was impairment perceived how did people with disabilities see themselves and relate to others
what do their stories tell us about the social and cultural contexts of disability and in what ways were these narratives and experiences
shaped by class and gender in order to answer these questions the book explores the languages of disability the relationship between
religious and medical discourses of disability and analyzes depictions of people with disabilities in popular culture art and the media it also
uncovers the hidden histories of disabled men and women themselves drawing on elite letters and autobiographies poor law documents and
criminal court records the book won the disability history association outstanding publication prize in 2012 for the best book published
worldwide in disability history and also inspired parts of the radio 4 series disability a new history on which the author was historical
adviser the series gained 2 6 million listeners when it first aired in 2013

Edmund Spenser and the Eighteenth-Century Book

2017-11-30

this collection explores how film and television depict the complex and diverse milieu of the eighteenth century as a literary historical and
cultural space topics range from adaptations of austen s sense and sensibility and defoe s robinson crusoe the martian to historical fiction
on the subjects of slavery belle piracy crossbones and black sails monarchy the madness of king george and the libertine print culture
blackadder and national treasure and the role of women marie antoinette the duchess and outlander this interdisciplinary collection draws
from film theory and literary theory to discuss how film and television allows for critical re visioning as well as revising of the cultural
concepts in literary and extra literary writing about the historical period

Jonathan Swift and the Eighteenth-Century Book

2013-07-18

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Disability in Eighteenth-Century England

2012-08-21

part of the oxford illustrated history of britain this book spans from the aftermath of the revolution of 1688 to pitt the younger s
defeat at attempted parliamentary reform

Aspects of the Eighteenth Century

1965

the idea of progress stood at the very center of the intellectual world of eighteenth century britain closely linked to every major facet of
the british enlightenment as well as to the economic revolutions of the period drawing on hundreds of eighteenth century books and
pamphlets david spadafora here provides the most extensive discussion ever written of this prevailing sense of historical optimism

18TH CENTURY

2016-08-25

excerpt from the eighteenth century where er you walk cool gales shall fan the glade trees where you sit shall crowd into a shade where er
you tread the blushing �owers shall rise and all things �ourish where you turn your eyes about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

The Cinematic Eighteenth Century

2017-07-28

london in the eighteenth century was a new city risen from the ashes of the great fire of 1666 that had destroyed half its homes and great
public buildings the century that followed was an era of vigorous expansion and large scale projects of rapidly changing culture and
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commerce as huge numbers of people arrived in the shining city drawn by its immense wealth and power and its many diversions borrowing a
phrase from daniel defoe jerry white calls london this great and monstrous thing the grandeur of its new buildings and the glitter of its high
life shadowed by poverty and squalor a great and monstrous thing offers a street level view of the city its public gardens and prisons its
banks and brothels its workshops and warehouses and its bustling jostling crowds white introduces us to shopkeepers and prostitutes men
and women of fashion and genius street robbers and thief takers as they play out the astonishing drama of life in eighteenth century london
what emerges is a picture of a society fractured by geography politics religion history and especially by class for the divide between rich
and poor in london was never greater or more destructive in the modern era than in these years despite this gulf jerry white shows us
londoners going about their business as bankers or beggars reveling in an enlarging world of public pleasures indulging in crimes both great
and small amidst the tightening sinews of power and regulation and the hesitant beginnings of london democracy

Men and Manners of the Eighteenth Century

2016-05-09

this book provides significant new insights into the enlightenment in portugal and its relationships with other european cultural movements
using eug�nio dos santos 1711 1760 as a common reference point eug�nio dos santos was a portuguese architect and city planner who
among other projects was responsible for the plans to rebuild lisbon after the earthquake of 1st november 1755 his artistic and technical
training architectural production aesthetic preferences and some of the books in his private library point to a person who embodied the
transition between two moments in portuguese culture with their specific characteristics and particular reception of the practices and ideas
that circulated among european intellectuals and practitioners over the 18 chapters of this volume several specialists in different
disciplinary areas discuss ideas libraries printed and handwritten documents drawings printing techniques and architects philosophers and
writers of the 18th century in order to offer a broad view of a time period closely associated with the construction of modernity

Eighteenth-Century Britain: A Very Short Introduction

2000-08-10

this authoritative companion introduces readers to the developments that lead to britain becoming a great world power the leading
european imperial state and at the same time the most economically and socially advanced politically liberal and religiously tolerant
nation in europe covers political social cultural economic and religious history written by an international team of experts examines britain
s position from the perspective of other european nations

The Idea of Progress in Eighteenth-century Britain

1990-01-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Eighteenth Century (Classic Reprint)

2015-07-16

t s ashton has sought less to cover the field of economic history in detail than to offer a commentary with a stress on trends of
development rather than on forms of organization or economic legislation this book seeks to interpret the growth of population agriculture
maufacture trade and finance in eighteenth century england it throws light on economic fluctuations and on the changing conditions of the
wage earners the approach is that of an economist and use is made of hitherto neglected statistics but treatment and language are simple
the book is intended not only for the specialist but also for others who turn to the past for its own sake or for understanding the present
this book was first published in 1955

A Great and Monstrous Thing

2013-02-28

Views on Eighteenth Century Culture

2015-10-19

A Companion to Eighteenth-Century Britain

2008-04-15

History of the Eighteenth Century and of the Nineteenth Till the Overthrow of the French
Empire

2015-09-17

MEN & MANNERS OF THE 18TH CENT

2016-08-27
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An Economic History of England: the Eighteenth Century

2013-11-05
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